TESTIMONIALS:
I Love Aspire Dance Studio because all of the staff makes every
single kid feel so special!!!
-Emily S.
I love Aspire Dance Studio because there is no drama, everyone
is treated with respect (dancers and teachers), criticism is never
said in a mean or hateful way, the teachers are very talented and
good at what they teach; they have helped me improve soooo
much, it's just an amazing studio. I love Aspire Dance Studio!!
-Ava A.
We love Aspire Dance Studio because being at the studio is like
being with family - lots of support, laughter, encouragement, and
love. The best way to learn and grow as a dancer and human
being.
-Lee M.
I love Aspire cause they taught me how to dance and become
more flexible. It's a great dance studio, and everyone should join!
-Jaiden F.
Fantastic show! We were so impressed with ALL of the dancers
last night....Ella went to bed asking when her next recital is and
was disappointed when I said next year;-). You guys truly are
awesome and our little dancer is hooked!
-Nicole C.
Thank you all, for all you do to ignite the love of dance in our kids.
-Tina L.

TESTIMONIALS:

I feel different dancing here. I like taking class where you actually
get pushed and get to grow and get the motivation and attention
that makes you better.
-Juliet F.
My daughter has four years of dancing experience. She has been
dancing at Aspire for just two months and I am seeing the "joy"
she once had for dance again! It is visible when she dances! She
has enjoyed every instructor... experienced, talented, and
encouraging... seems to be the common thread at this studio. It is
truly special. Miss Alexia... thank you! We look forward to an
amazing year of dance!
-Paula A.
The world is a better place when my daughter walks into Aspire!
-Kerri S.
A beautiful place to grow not only as a dancer, but a person! The
coaching staff truly care about each individual that walks through
the doors! The director herself has created an inspiring and safe
place to learn and grow and dancers and individuals! There is
definitely a bright future in store for Aspire!
-Andrew A.

